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We analyze the publication records of individual scientists, aiming to quantify
the topic switching dynamics of scientists and its influence. For each scien-
tist, the relations among her publications are characterized via shared refer-
ences. We find that the co-citing network of the papers of a scientist exhibits
a clear community structure where each major community represents a re-
search topic. Our analysis suggests that scientists tend to have a narrow distri-
bution of the number of topics. However, researchers nowadays switch more
frequently between topics than those in the early days. We also find that high
switching probability in early career (< 12y) is associated with low overall pro-
ductivity, while it is correlated with high overall productivity in latter career.
Interestingly, the average citation per paper, however, is in all career stages
negatively correlated with the switching probability. We propose a model with
exploitation and exploration mechanisms that can explain the main observed
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Introduction
Uncovering the mechanisms governing research activities of individual scientists and their evo-
lution with time is critical for understanding and managing a wide range of issues in science,
from training of scientists to collective discovery of new knowledge (1–5). The digital publish-
ing era has led to a revolution in science embodied in big data that captures major activities in
research. This creates an unprecedented opportunity to explore the dynamical patterns of scien-
tific production and reward using state-of-the-art mathematical and computational tools (6–8).
Apart from the early works aiming at evaluating scientific impact with scientists’ citations (9),
h-index (10) and related variants (11), there is a recent wave of studies focusing on quantifying
and modeling the evolution of research creativity throughout scientists’ careers (12–19). Scien-
tists’ cumulative production has been shown to exhibit persistent growth with time (12), which
is associated with the well-known Matthew effect (20). By associating each publication with
its citation, it has been revealed that the most influential work of a scientist appears randomly
within the sequence of her publications (13). A follow-up work investigated the timing of top-n
most influential papers of an individual researcher, revealing that scientists’ career may involve
a hot streak period during which an individual’s performance is substantially higher than her
typical performance (14). Other issues such as the evolution of scientists’ creativity (15), repu-
tation (16), social ties (17) and mobility (18,19) over their careers have also been investigated.
A fundamental driving force of scientific research is the evolution of scientists’ research
interest (21), which is reflected in the switching of scientists between different research topics
over time. Sociologists of science have made persistent effort in qualitative understanding the
principles governing the topic selection of scientists, and pointed out that it may result from
a trade-off between conservative production and risky innovation (22). There are also rich
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illustrative models proposed by sociologists to categorize the research strategies adopted by
scientists (23). With the increasing availability of scientific publication data, the issue of topic
selection started to be analyzed quantitatively in recent years. It has been pointed out that the
research interest of individual physicists could shift significantly from the beginning to the end
of the career, with the distance between interests being measured based on field classification
codes in physics (24). However, the variation of topic switching during the individual career
has not been studied so far. Here we ask: How to identify the topics that an individual scientist
is involved? How frequent a scientist switches between different research topics? Does more
frequent switching of scientists between topics help their impact? Does the topic switching
behavior of scientists change during the past century?
To address these questions, we construct a network for each scientist characterizing the rela-
tions between her papers. The structure of this network will immediately reveal how an individ-
ual scientist’s research interests are embodied. This framework allows us, applying community
analysis, to specify the various research interests and accordingly investigate the detailed dy-
namics of the research interest shifting of a scientist, as well as the switching tendency evolution
during the last century and its relation to research impact. Our analysis suggests that scientists
tend to have a narrow distribution of the number of major topics during their life time. We find
that the typical number of major topics during last century stays almost unchanged. However,
researchers in the early days tend to work in a topic for a longer time before switching to an-
other topic, while nowadays they tend to work on multiple topics simultaneously. Interestingly,
we find that more frequent switching between topics in the early career (< 12y) is related to
lower research performance, i.e., both the overall productivity and mean citation are lower. In
marked contrast, more frequent switching in the latter career is associated with higher overall
productivity but with lower mean citations. We propose a model reproducing the main observed
empirical patterns. Our framework, although applied here to physicists and computer scientists,
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is general and not restricted to availability of field classification codes, so it can be applied to
analyzing scientists from any discipline.
Results
In this paper, we analyze the scientific publication data of the American Physical Society (APS)
journals. Disambiguated author name data provided in (13) is used to assign each paper to its
authors, which results in the publication records of 236,884 distinct scientists (for basic statis-
tics of this data see Fig. S1 of Supplementary Materials (SM)). In order to investigate how the
papers of an individual scientist are related, we construct for each scientist a co-citing network
(CCN) in which each node is a paper authored by this scientist and two papers have a link if
they share at least one reference. This approach of constructing links between nodes (papers)
based on their common neighbors is called bibliographic coupling in Scientometrics (25, 26)
and has also been widely used in the analysis of various other real systems such as international
trading systems (27) and online social systems (28). The communities of each co-citing net-
work of a scientist are identified with the fast unfolding algorithm which detects communities
by maximizing the modularity function (29). Typically, a network contains several large-size
communities as well as some small clusters and isolated nodes. The major communities repre-
sent the main research topics of this scientist. As the network size needs to be large enough to
ensure meaningful community detection results, we consider in this study all scientists that have
published at least 50 papers in the APS journals (3,420 scientists in total, for the distribution of
their career start years see Fig. S2). Results for scientists with fewer papers (at least 20 papers,
15,373 scientists) are similar and are reported in Figs. S10 and S11 of the Supplementary Ma-
terials (SM). In addition, we have studied the communities detected in the weighted co-citing
network where links are weighted according to the number of shared references. The commu-
nity structure is not significantly altered when considering the link weights (see Fig. S3), as
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large weights tend to locate on the links within communities. Our community analysis has also
been examined based on a modified modularity function with higher resolution parameter (see
Figs. S12 and S13 in SM) and on another data set from computer science (see Figs. S15 and
S16 in SM) and for all tests, the main conclusions have been found to be similar.
Illustration of the co-citing network of a typical highly-cited scientist is given in Fig. 1. The
community connectivity matrix in Fig. 1c shows that nodes within each community are well
connected, yet nodes between communities are much less connected. The time series presented
in Fig. 1d describes the growth history of the network and reveals how this scientist moves
from one research topic to another during his career. In the time series, each point is a paper
and different colors represent different communities in the co-citing network. The height of the
point is the number of links (i.e. degree) that the paper has in the network. The analyses in our
study are mainly based on the co-citing networks and time series of scientists.
We first focus on the structural properties of the co-citing networks (CCNs). For each scien-
tist’s CCN, we calculate the size of its giant component (GC) and study its correlation with the
network size, as shown in the scatter plot presented in Fig. 2a. It is seen that most of the points
are located close to the diagonal line, indicating that CCNs are in general well connected and
have relatively large GCs (see Fig. S4 in SM for the results with the network including also the
co-cited relations between papers). This is also seen in the inset of Fig. 2a where a significant
right-skewed distribution (close to 1) of the relative size of GC is observed. Fig. 1c suggests
that a CCN has a community structure. As a statistical support for this phenomenon, we plot in
Fig. 2b the maximized modularity, Qreal, in real CCNs and the maximized modularity, Qrand,
in their degree-preserved reshuffled counterparts. All points are located under the diagonal line,
indicating that the community structure in real CCN is truly significant.
Given that papers tend to cluster into communities in CCN, one interesting question is what
is the typical number of communities that a scientist has. We show in Fig. 2c the distribution
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of the number of communities for all scientists. The number of communities is seemingly
broadly distributed. However, as CCNs may consist of isolated nodes or very small clusters,
we use a threshold to eliminate communities that are too small to be regarded as a research
field of a researcher. After filtering, the distributions of the number of communities that a
scientist has become very narrow, with the peaks around 4 and 3 if communities with only
sizes larger than 2 and 5 are considered respectively. In the following analysis, we define
major communities as such of more than two nodes. To better understand the community size
in CCNs, we show in Fig. 2d the fraction of papers in each community sorted by size in
descending order. The strong decay of the curve indicates that several major communities
comprise most of the nodes. A further investigation of the inverse cumulative probability of
fraction of nodes in the several largest communities indicates that for half of the scientists, the
three largest communities include over 70% of their papers, as seen in Fig. 2e.
In each CCN, a major community contains papers that are topologically close to each other.
In order to validate whether the papers in a community are indeed in similar research top-
ics (30, 31), we analyze the PACS code (a field classification code in physics) of the papers
belonging to the same community. We show in Fig. 2f the Gini coefficient (32) of the distribu-
tion of PACS codes in different communities. A larger Gini coefficient corresponds to a more
heterogeneous distribution of the PACS codes in a community. The real data is compared with a
random counterpart where the PACS codes are reshuffled among each individual scientist’s pa-
pers while the community structure is preserved. We show in Fig. 2f the mean Gini coefficient
in each community sorted by size in descending order. We find that the mean Gini coefficient
in real data is higher than that in the random counterpart, with a p-value smaller than 0.01 in
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of the corresponding Gini coefficient distributions. Thus, our re-
sults suggest that papers in a community tend to share the same PACS codes and the detected
communities reflect distinct research fields of a scientist.
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Once the detected communities are marked in the time series (Fig. 1d), the dynamics of
scientists’ interest across different research topics can be investigated. To this end, we first show
in Fig. 3a, the mean number of yearly involved major communities for each scientist. It can be
seen that scientists tend to be involved in small number of communities during their early career.
Then the number of yearly involved communities increases until it peaks around the 20th year of
the career, and gradually decreases after that. However, when a scientist publishes more papers
in a year, she might have a higher number of yearly involved communities purely by chance. To
remove the effect of number of yearly published papers (see Fig. S5 in SM), we propose another
metric called switching probability which computes the probability of a scientist to switch from
one major community to another major community between two adjacent publications. Fig.
3b shows the evolution of the mean switching probability in different career years. The peak
of switching probability is also around the 20th career year, indicating that scientists tend to
switch less during their early career while switch more in the later stage of their career, which
is consistent with the trend observed with the yearly involved communities.
We further ask, does increasing switching helps research performance or not? To this end,
we investigate the correlation between the switching rate and research performance. Here, we
measure the research performance of a scientist using two almost uncorrelated metrics (see Fig.
S8), i.e., number of published papers and mean citation per paper. Consistent with ref. (13),
we only consider the number of citations 10 years after a paper is published, i.e. c10. We first
compare in Fig. 3c, the overall switching probability with the switching probability of the 10%
most productive scientists in different career years. We find surprisingly two opposite behav-
iors. In the early career stage (< 12y) high overall productivity is associated with low switching
probability yet in later career stage high productivity is associated with higher switching prob-
ability. In addition, we compare in Fig. 3d, the overall switching probability with the switching
probability of the 10% scientists who has the highest mean citation per paper. The figure shows
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that high average citation per paper in all career periods is associated with low switching proba-
bility. This interesting finding might be due to the fact that higher switching probability reduces
the impression of leadership in a specific field, yielding less citations. This result is also highly
supported by an additional test where the switching probability is found to be negatively corre-
lated with mean citation per paper, especially for productive scientists (see Fig. S9 in SM). To
examine the significance of these findings, we carry out the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of the
switching probability distribution in each career year. The small p-value shown in the insets
of Figs. 3c and 3d (mostly p < 0.05) suggests that the overall (total population) switching
probability indeed follows a distinct distribution from each of the two sub-groups of scientists
(i.e. 10% most productive and 10% most highly cited per paper) in each career year. We addi-
tionally calculate the Pearson correlation between scientists’ switching probability in different
career years and their overall productivity, as well as the Pearson correlation between scientists’
switching probability in different career years and the mean citation per paper. The correlations
presented in Fig. S6a and S6b also highly support the findings revealed in Fig. 3c and 3d.
Next we study how the structural and dynamical properties of CCNs evolve as the develop-
ment of science in the last 100 years. As our data ends in 2010, the careers of some scientists
are not completed. We thus have to fix the career length of the scientists from different years in
order to ensure a fair comparison between their CCNs. Specifically, we only consider scientists’
first y career years and remove (i) all the scientists who did not yet reach y years career and (ii)
those who published less than 30 papers in their first y career years. In our analysis, we present
results of y = 10, 20, 30. We first select the scientists who started their careers in a certain year
and average the number of major communities that these scientists have been involved in their
careers. We show in Fig. 4a the mean number of communities for the scientists who started
their career in different years. The results indicate that as science evolves, the number of major
communities of individual scientists stays almost unchanged. The evolution of other structural
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properties of CCNs is presented in Fig. S7. We further calculate the mean switching probability
of each scientist over her career and accordingly compute the mean switching probability per
year by averaging the switching probability of all scientists who started their career in this year.
We show in Fig. 4b the average switching probability of scientists who started their career in
different years. The results surprisingly indicate that although the number of communities is
stable over years, scientists tend to increase switching between communities, i.e., topics, during
last century. More specifically, scientists in the earlier days tend to work in a topic for a longer
period before switching to another topic. On the contrary, scientists nowadays tend to work on
multiple topics almost simultaneously, resulting in more frequent switching between communi-
ties almost in each pair of adjacent publications. We then test the significance of our observed
trends by directly studying the distributions of number of communities and the switching prob-
ability for two groups of scientists. The first group includes the scientists who started their
careers between 1950 and 1960, while the second group contains the scientists who started
their careers between 1970 and 1980. One can see in Fig. 4c that the distributions of num-
ber of communities for these two groups of scientists largely overlap. The distributions of the
switching probability for these two groups of scientists in Fig. 4d, however, exhibit significant
difference.
We finally propose a model that could help to understand the main mechanisms leading
to the observed patterns of scientists’ research dynamics. The research activities of scientists
can be modeled as discovery process in the knowledge space (i.e. a network characterizing
the connections among different knowledges) (4, 33). When a scientist publishes a paper, she
activates a node (i.e. a new knowledge) in the knowledge space. The sub-network activated
by this scientist during her career forms a personal network recording all her papers as well
as the links, i.e., relations between them. The simplest model for the node activation process
is the standard random walk, assuming that a scientist randomly activates a neighboring node
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of the former activated node. Here, we propose an Exploitation-Exploration model (EEM) by
introducing an exploitation process (controlled by a probability p) and an exploration process
(controlled by a probability q) to the random walk model. Both processes have been pointed
out to be fundamental for innovation in various adaptive systems (34). In our model, these
two processes are performed sequentially. Instead of always starting from the last activated
node in each step, the scientist has probability p to randomly restart from (re-exploit) one of
the previously activated nodes. Once the re-exploited node is determined, the scientist has
probability q to explore nodes beyond the nearest neighbors. For simplicity, we assume that
the scientist randomly activates in the exploration step a next-nearest neighbor. Note that the
EEM reduces to the standard random walk model when p = 0 and q = 0. For an illustrative
demonstration of the random walk model and the EEM, see Fig. 5a. In our simulation, the
knowledge space is represented as a network consisting of all the APS papers, with any two
nodes (papers) linked if they share at least one reference. The first activated node for each
scientist is set to be her first paper. The rest of the papers of each scientist are generated by
following the EEM on the APS network until the number of activated nodes equals to the real
number of papers of each scientist.
We first test the EEM by simulating the research dynamics of the representative highly-
cited scientist presented in Fig. 1. Specifically, we compare in Fig. 5b the co-citing network
(CCN) as well as the time series of published papers generated by both, the standard random
walk model and the EEM. The the initial paper and the number of papers in each year of this
simulated scientist are set the same as in the real data. One can immediately see that the network
generated applying the standard random walk model is very different from the typical real one
in Fig. 1b as it contains many long chains and it lacks distinct communities. Moreover, the
time series obtained from the random walk model is also very different from that of typical
real researcher shown in Fig. 1d in the sense that no switching between communities can be
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observed in each year. In contrast, both the network and the time series generated by the EEM
qualitatively reproduce similar properties as those exhibited in Fig. 1. We further support
quantitatively the EEM by examining some statistical quantities generated by this model. The
first relates to the number of yearly involved communities under different p, as presented in Fig.
5c. When p = 0, each scientist roughly works in only one community each year. As p increases,
the number of yearly involved communities becomes larger, with p = 0.6 peaking around 1.8
which is the value observed in real data. We have tested and found that q has little effect on
the yearly involved communities, thus it is set to be 0 in Fig. 5c. Another statistical quantity
is the number of communities that each scientist is involved during her research career. When
q = 0, the generated sub-network does not have distinct communities and thus the number of
communities is very narrowly distributed (even for size > 0 case where all detected clusters
are regarded as communities), as shown in Fig. 5d. As q increases, small communities start to
emerge, resulting in the separation of the distributions of the size > 0, size > 2 and size > 5
cases. When q = 0.2, the distributions of size > 0, size > 2 and size > 5 cases respectively
peak around 11, 8 and 5, similar to that in real data, see Fig. 3a. We have also found that p has
a little effect on the distribution of the number of communities, thus we set p = 0 for Fig. 5d.
We finally estimate the probability p and q for each scientist based on real data. We denote
the number of papers published by a scientist i as ni. When each of these papers is published,
if it shares no reference with any of i’s papers published before, we keep a record of this paper
and finally denote ui as the total number of such papers. qi then can be easily estimated as
qi = ui/ni. In the sequence of the i’s papers, if a paper shares at least one reference with the
former paper published by i, we keep a record of this paper and finally denote vi as the total
number of such papers. In this way, we can estimate pi as pi = vi/(ni − ui). The distributions
of the estimated p and q from real data are shown in Figs. 5e and 5f. One can see that the
distributions of p and q peaks around 0.6 and 0.2 respectively, which are the same as the values
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in Figs. 5c and 5d that generate consistent statistical properties with real data.
Discussion
To summarize, we study the research dynamics of scientists by constructing a network of each
individual scientist’s publications characterizing their co-citing relations. We find that typically
each network appears to have a clear community structure. The papers in a community tend to
share the same PACS code, indicating that each community indeed represents a research area.
By filtering out the small communities of less than 3 nodes, we obtain the major communities
of scientists. We find that the numbers of major communities of scientists during their career
are narrowly distributed. In addition, the largest three communities already comprise over 70%
of most scientist’s papers. We compare the statistical properties of the co-citing networks of
scientists who started their career in different years. We find that though the total number of
communities stays almost unchanged, yet the switching between communities tends to increase
and becomes more frequent during the years. In addition, we find that high average citation
per paper in all career stages correlates with low switching probability. In marked contrast,
high switching probability in early career correlates with low overall productivity, while high
switching probability in latter career is associated with high overall productivity. Finally, we
propose a model capturing the main features of the research dynamics of individual scientists.
The research activity is modeled as a node activation process in a knowledge network where
nodes represent all the papers in APS and links represent co-reference relations between nodes.
The model reproduces the main structural and dynamical patterns of individual scientist’s pub-
lishing behavior by assuming the scientist activates nodes in the network based on a random
walk process which includes the exploitation and exploration mechanisms.
Our work provides a general framework for incorporating network tools into the tempo-
ral analysis of publication records of individuals. Several promising extensions can be built
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on this work. A straightforward one would be constructing papers’ network for departments
or institutions, which will help us to estimate the cooperativity behavior in the department.
The higher-level research dynamics of these departments or institutions might be fundamen-
tally different from the research dynamics at individual scientist level, the study of which will
substantially deepen our understanding of how research activities are collectively organized.
Similarly, one can investigate the networks characterizing relations among the papers published
under the support of cooperative or individual research grants. The outcome of a research grant
can thus be evaluated not only based on the number of papers but also be based on the actual
research directions and the cooperation between scientists.
Materials and methods
Data. In this paper, we analyze the publication data from all journals of American Physical
Society (APS). The data contains 482,566 papers, ranging from year 1893 to year 2010. For
the sake of author name disambiguation, we use the author name dataset provided by Sinatra
et al. which is obtained with a comprehensive disambiguation process in the APS data (13).
Eventually, a total number of 236,884 distinct authors are matched. We found and analyzed
3,420 authors with at least 50 papers, and 15,373 authors with at least 20 papers. Another set
of data that we analyzed in the supplementary materials is the computer science data obtained
by extracting scientists’ profiles from online Web databases (35). The data contains 1,712,433
authors and 2,092,356 paper, ranging from year 1948 to year 2014. The author names in this
data are already disambiguated. We found and analyzed 9,818 authors in this data with at least
50 papers.
Community detection. The co-citing network of a scientist is constructed by linking two
papers if they share at least one reference. For simplicity, we do not weight the links and only
consider the topology of the network. The community structure of the network is detected with
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the fast unfolding algorithm (29) which is a heuristic method based on modularity optimization.
The modularity function considered in this paper is defined as
Q =
1
2m
∑
i,j
[Aij − γ kikj
2m
]δ(ci, cj), (1)
where A is the adjacency matrix of the network, ki is the degree of node i, m is the total
number of links in the network, ci is the community to which node i is assigned, the δ function
δ(ci, cj) is 1 if ci = cj , and 0 otherwise. The communities are obtained when the function Q
is maximized. Note that γ is a resolution parameter in Q (36, 37), with γ = 1 in the standard
modularity function (38). A larger γ results in detecting small but more communities, while
a smaller γ yields larger but fewer communities. Results with γ 6= 1 are presented in the
supplementary materials. Although the distribution of the number of communities is influenced
by the parameter γ (see Fig. S12), the dynamics properties are shown to be almost independent
of the resolution of communities (see Fig. S13). For this reason, we consider the standard
modularity function, i.e. γ = 1, in this paper.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the co-citing network (CCN) of a typical highly-cited scientist and its
growth history. (a) The data and method used to construct the co-citing network. The papers
authored by the scientist are marked in green and the references of these papers are marked in
red. (b) The co-citing network consists of all the papers published by this scientist. Each paper
is represented by a node, and two papers are connected if they share at least one reference. The
communities of this network are identified with the fast unfolding algorithm which detects
communities by maximizing the modularity function. The network contains several large-size
communities as well as some small clusters and isolated nodes. Each major community
represents a main research topic of this scientist. (c) The community connectivity matrix
shows that nodes within each community are well connected, yet nodes of different
communities are much less connected. (d) The time series presented at the bottom describes
the growth history of the network and meanwhile reveals how this scientist moves from one
research topic to another during her career. In the sub-figure of time series, each point is a
paper and the color corresponds to the community in the co-citing network. The height of the
point is the number of links (i.e. connectivity) that the paper has in the network.
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Figure 2: (a) The size of the co-citing network (CCN) versus the size of CCN’s giant
component (GC). Each point represents a scientist. Most of the points are located below but
close to the diagonal line, indicating that CCNs are in general connected and have relatively
large GCs. This is supported by the inset where the distribution of the relative size of GC is
presented. (b) The maximized modularity in real CCNs and the maximized modularity in their
degree-preserved reshuffled counterparts. All the points are located under the diagonal line,
indicating that the community structure in real networks is truly significant. (c) The
distribution of the number of communities for all scientists. Three curves are presented where
all communities are taken into account (legend as “all communities”), small communities with
less than 3 nodes are eliminated (legend as “size>2”), and small communities with less than 6
nodes are eliminated (legend as “size>5”). (d) Fraction of papers in different communities. (e)
Inverse cumulative probability of fraction of nodes in the biggest community (legend as “top
one”), the two largest communities (legend as “top two”), and the three largest communities
(legend as “top three”), respectively. (f) The Gini coefficient of the distribution of PACS codes
in different communities. A larger Gini coefficient corresponds to a more heterogeneous
distribution, suggesting that higher fraction of papers in a community share the same PACS
codes. The real data is compared with a random counterpart where the PACS codes are
reshuffled among each individual scientist’s papers while the community structure is preserved.
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Figure 3: (a) The mean number of yearly involved major communities for individual scientists
in different career years. (b) The switching probability between two adjacent publications from
one major community to another major community of scientists in different career years. (c)
Comparison of the overall switching probability (all scientists) with the switching probability
of the 10% most productive scientists in different career years. The results suggest that high
productivity is associated with low switching probability in the early career but with high
switching probability in the later career. (d) Comparison of the overall switching probability
(all scientists) with the switching probability of the 10% scientists who has the highest mean
citation per paper. For each paper, we only consider the number of citations 10 years after its
publication (c10) (13). The results suggest that high average citation per paper in all career
periods correlates with low switching probability. In the insets of (c)(d), we present the p-value
of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test distinguishing between the two switching probability
distributions in each career year.
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Figure 4: (a) The mean number of communities of scientists who started their career in
different years. (b) The average switching probability of scientists who started their career in
different years. As our data ends in 2010, it cannot capture the full career of scientists who
started their careers in recent years. We thus filter out some scientists when we study the
evolution of science here. We only consider scientists’ first y career years and remove (i) all the
scientists that did not reach yet y years of career (for a fair temporal comparison), and (ii) those
who published less than 30 papers in their first y career years (for a meaningful community
detection). The results of y = 10, 20, 30 are presented in this figure. As science evolves
(during the years), the major communities that each scientist has stays almost unchanged,
while the frequency that scientists switch between communities increases during the years. (c)
Distributions of the number of communities (for y = 30) for scientists who started their career
between 1940 and 1950, and for those who started their career between 1970 and 1980. The
p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 0.961, suggesting significant similarity between
these two distributions. (d) Distributions of the switching probability (for y = 30) of scientists
who started their career between 1940 and 1950, and of those who started their career between
1970 and 1980. The p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 2.34× 10−8, suggesting a
significant difference between these two distributions (i.e., increase of switching probability).
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Figure 5: (a) Illustration of the Exploitation-Exploration model (EEM). The research activity
is modeled as a node activation process in the knowledge space. When a scientist publishes a
paper, she activates a node (i.e. a new knowledge) in the knowledge space. The network
activated by this scientist at the end forms her personal network recording all her papers and
the relations between them. The underlying lattice is a representation of the knowledge space
for demonstration and the red nodes are the nodes already activated by a scientist, with a
number recording the step in which the node is activated. The node activated in a later step is
marked with a bigger size. The simplest model for the node activation process is the standard
random walk, assuming that a scientist randomly activates a neighboring node of the previous
activated node. Therefore, one of the neighboring nodes (marked in green) of the red node 4
will be randomly picked and activated. The picked green node is marked with a bigger size. In
the EEM, we introduce both, an exploitation process and an exploration process. With
probability p, the scientist randomly re-exploits the neighborhood of one of the previously
activated nodes. In the figure, the scientist makes exploitation by jumping back to the red node
1 and randomly activating one of its neighbors. With probability q, the scientist explores nodes
beyond the closest neighbors. For simplicity, we assume that a scientist randomly activates a
next-nearest neighbor from the last activated node if p = 0, or a next-nearest neighbor of the
re-exploited node if p > 0. In the figure, we assume p = 0 and the scientist performs
exploration by randomly activating a node among the next nearest neighbors of red node 4. (b)
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Comparison of the co-citing networks (CCN) as well as the paper publishing time series
generated by the random walk model and by the EEM. Note that the lattice is used here only
for demonstration of the model. In our simulation, the knowledge space is characterized as the
network consisting of all the APS papers, with any two nodes (papers) linked if they share at
least one reference. The parameters including the initial paper and the number of papers in
each year are set the same as in Fig. 1. In (c) and (d) these parameters are of all analyzed
authors. (c) The number of yearly involved communities for different p, while q = 0. (d) The
distribution of the number of communities that each scientist is involved during her career for
different q. (e)(f) Estimation of the probability p and q of each scientist based on the real data,
plotted are their probability density functions.
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Figure S1. (a) Exponential fit to the yearly growth of new papers in the APS data set, with the
trend consistent with that in the literature (30). (b) Power-law fit to papers’ citation
distribution. (c) Power-law fit to papers’ number of reference distribution. (d) Two power-law
fits to authors’ productivity (i.e. number of published papers of an author) distribution, in
different regimes. (e) Power-law fit to papers’ team size (i.e. number of authors) distribution.
The fat long tail in (e) is due to papers from experimental nuclear and particle physics that
have a huge number of authors.
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Figure S2. (a) The yearly number of new authors in APS data set. (b) The yearly number of
new authors who will have at least 50 papers in APS data set. (c) The yearly fraction of new
authors who will have at least 50 papers in APS data set. This fraction is generally stable over
time, with a decreasing trend after 1990. This is because our data set ends in 2010 and the
scientists who started their career after 1990 do not have enough time in the data set to
cumulate at least 50 papers.
Figure S3. (a) The distributions of the number of communities in scientists’ weighted and
unweighted co-citing networks. Small clusters with no more than 2 nodes are filtered. In the
weighted co-citing networks, the weight of a link is the number of common references between
two connected papers. The communities in the weighted co-citing networks are obtained by
maximizing the weighted modularity function (29). (b) The scatter plot of the number of
communities in scientists’ weighted co-citing networks and the number of communities in
their unweighted co-citing networks. The community structure is not significantly altered by
considering weights, as links within communities tend to have large weights.
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Figure S4. (a) For each scientist, we construct a co-citing network (CCN) based on the
co-citing relations between her papers. We can also construct an aggregated network (GN)
where any pair of her papers are linked if they either co-cite at least one reference or are
co-cited by at least one paper. We compare the difference between CCN and GN by making a
scatter plot of the size of the giant component in these two networks. Most of the points are
located very near the diagonal, indicating that using co-citing relations can well capture the
overall relations between papers. (b) The relative sizes of giant component (GC) of CCN and
GN for scientists with different number of papers, showing that the GCs are generally a large
fraction of the network for all scientists in both CCN and GN.
Figure S5. (a) The yearly involved communities versus the yearly published papers for all
scientists in each of their first 40 career years. When a scientist publishes more papers in a
year, he/she will have higher number of yearly involved communities purely by chance. (b)
The yearly switching probability versus the yearly published papers for all scientists in each of
their first 40 career years. The results demonstrate that the yearly switching probability is not
correlated with the yearly published papers, and thus can be used as an unbiased metric for
quantifying scientists’ switching behavior between communities.
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Figure S6. (a) The Pearson correlation between scientists’ switching probability in different
career years and their overall productivity. We find that high switching probability in early
career is correlated to low overall productivity (negative correlations), while high switching
probability in later career is associated with high overall productivity (positive correlations).
(b) The Pearson correlation between scientists’ switching probability in different career years
and the mean citations per paper. The average citation per paper is negatively correlated with
the switching probability in all career periods. The correlations are robust for scientists who
start their careers in different years.
Figure S7. (a) The mean number of references per paper published by scientists who started
their career in different years. (b) The mean degree of the co-citing networks (CCNs) of
scientists who started their career in different years. (c) The mean relative sizes of GC of the
CCNs of scientists who started their career in different years. (d) The mean fraction of nodes in
the 3 largest communities in the CCNs of scientists who started their career in different years.
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Figure S8. Scatter plot of the number of published papers and the mean citation per paper of
each scientist. The blue curve shows the average trend, indicating that these two performance
metrics are almost uncorrelated.
Figure S9. (a) The switching probability versus mean citation per paper for the scientists who
published between 70 and 90 papers in their career. The downward trend shown by the
averaged curve indicates that the switching probability and mean citation per paper is slightly
negatively correlated. (b) The correlation between the switching probability and mean
citations per paper for scientists of different productivity (number of papers in their career)
range. The inset shows the number of scientists in each productivity range. One can see that
the correlation between switching probability and mean citation per paper is negatively
correlated for each group of scientists, and the negative correlation is more significant for more
productive scientists.
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Figure S10. In the paper, we only consider scientists with at least 50 papers in order to ensure
that the network is sufficiently large to obtain meaningful community detection results. Here,
we test an alternative case where all the scientists with at least 20 papers are considered, which
results in 15373 scientists in our data set. This figure shows the structural analysis results. (a)
The distribution of the relative size of GC. (b) The distribution of the number of communities
for all scientists. The three curves respectively represent the cases where all communities are
preserved, small communities with fewer than 2 nodes are eliminated, and small communities
with fewer than 5 nodes are eliminated. (c) Fraction of papers in different communities sorted
by descending size. (d) Inverse cumulative probability of fraction of nodes in the biggest
community (legend as “top 1”), the two largest communities (legend as “top 2”), and the three
largest communities (legend as “top 3”), respectively. (e) Comparison of the overall switching
probability with the switching probability of the 2% most productive scientists in different
career years. (f) Comparison of the overall switching probability with the switching
probability of the 2% scientists who has the highest mean citation per paper.
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Figure S11. When we study the evolution of the structural and dynamical properties of CCNs
as the development of science, we only consider scientists with at least 30 papers in their first y
career years (y = 10, 20, 30) in order to ensure that the network is sufficiently large to obtain
meaningful community detection results. Here, we test two alternative cases where we require
the scientists to have at least 20 (see Fig. S11ab) and 50 (See Fig. S11cd) papers in their first y
career years. (a)(c) The mean number of communities for scientists who started their career in
different years. (b)(d) The average switching probability of scientists who started their career
in different years. The results for y = 10 are not included in (c) and (d) as there are very few
scientists who published over 50 papers in their first 10 career years.
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Figure S12. In the paper, we perform community detection by maximizing the standard
modularity function. Here, we test the results with the modified modularity function with a
resolution parameter γ where a larger γ yields more communities. Apart from the standard
γ = 1, we consider two typical values of γ (i.e. γ = 0.5 and γ = 2) as suggested in ref. (36).
(a) The distributions of the number of communities for all scientists under different resolution
parameter γ. (b) The distribution of the number of communities (size>2) for all scientists
under different resolution parameter γ. (c) The distribution of the number of communities
(size>5) for all scientists under different resolution parameter γ. Although the number of
communities is influenced by the parameter γ, the distributions after filtering out small clusters
(e.g. size>2 and size>5) are still narrow. (d) Fraction of nodes in different communities under
different parameter γ.
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Figure S13. In the paper, we perform community detection by maximizing the standard
modularity function. Here, we test the results with the modified modularity function with a
resolution parameter γ where a larger γ yields small but more communities, and vice versa.
(a)(b) Comparison of the overall switching probability with the switching probability of the
10% most productive scientists in different career years. (c)(d) Comparison of the overall
switching probability with the switching probability of the 10% scientists who has the highest
mean citation per paper. γ = 0.5 in (a)(c), while γ = 2 in (b)(d). The large gap in (c) suggests
that frequent switching between very dissimilar topics may cause significantly adverse effect
on mean citation per paper. (e) The mean number of communities for scientists who started
their career in different years (showing both γ = 0.5 and γ = 2 cases). (f) The average
switching probability of scientists who started their career in different years (showing both
γ = 0.5 and γ = 2 cases). In (e)(f), we only consider scientists’ first 20 career years when we
compare scientists who started their careers in different years.
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Figure S14. (a) Exponential fit to the growth of yearly new papers in the computer science
data set. (b) Power-law fit to papers’ citation distribution. (c) Power-law fit to papers’
reference distribution. (d) Double power-law fits to authors’ productivity (i.e. number of
published papers) distribution for different regimes. (e) Power-law fit to papers’ team size (i.e.
number of authors) distribution.
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Figure S15. The structural and switching dynamics analysis of the computer science data. (a)
Distribution of the relative size of giant component (GC). The results suggest that the co-citing
networks of individual computer scientists are in general less connected than those of
physicists. (b) Distribution of the number of communities for all scientists. The inset shows
the distribution of the number of communities without filtering any small communities. (c)
Fraction of papers in different communities sorted by descending size. (d) Inverse cumulative
probability of fraction of nodes in the largest community (legend as “top 1”), the two largest
communities (legend as “top 2”), and the three largest communities (legend as “top 3”),
respectively. (e) Comparison of the overall switching probability with the switching
probability of the 10% most productive scientists in different career years. (f) Comparison of
the overall switching probability with the switching probability of the 10% scientists who has
the highest mean citation per paper.
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Figure S16. The evolution of the structural and dynamical properties of CCNs as the
development of computer science. Similar to the APS data, we only consider scientists’ first y
career years and remove (i) all the scientists who not yet reached y years career, and (ii) those
who published less than 30 papers in their first y career years. The results for y = 10, 20, 30
are presented respectively in this figure. (a) The mean number of communities for scientists
who started their career in different years. The increasing trend is because the co-citing
networks of computer scientists are in general very sparse and thus have many isolated nodes.
Papers become more connected in the interdisciplinary era, resulting in the connection of
isolated nodes and thus a higher number of clusters with size larger than two. (b) The average
switching probability of scientists who started their career in different years. The increasing
trend suggests that computer scientists switch between different communities more frequently
nowadays. The large fluctuation in y = 10 and y = 20 is because there are only a small number
of scientists who published over 30 papers in their first 10 or 20 career years. (c) Distributions
of the number of communities (for y = 30) for scientists who started their career between 1950
and 1960, and for those who started their career between 1970 and 1980. The p-value of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 0.098.(d) Distributions of the switching probability (for y = 30)
of scientists who started their career between 1950 and 1960, and of those who started their
career between 1970 and 1980. The p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 0.034.
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